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ABSTRA
CT
ABSTRACT
CT:: The production and circulation of copied pharmaceuticals – cheaper, usually, than their patented, name-brand counterparts – have become central to efforts
to improve access to medicines, North and South. The politics of access writ large is thus in many ways a politics of the substitute, in which generics manufacturers, state
regulators, health advocates, international trade bodies, the transnational pharmaceutical industry, and consumers, patients, and activists all engage in highly charged
contests over what shall count as a “good enough,” or a proper, copy. In fact, we might say that much of the action in contemporary pharmaceutical politics is centered
precisely on the proliferation of markets for -- and practices for making -- new and distinctive kinds of "same" things. In this paper I seek to open up to ethnographic
inquiry the notions of similarity, equivalence, and difference, turning to practices in quality control in manufacturing, pharmacology, regulation, and marketing in order
to understand how particular relations of sameness, difference, and similarity are produced and contested. Ultimately, I argue that current pharmaceutical politics and
practices make vivid demands on our analytic lexicons, requiring us to reconsider equivalence, similarity, interchangeability – and even 'the generic' itself – as ethnographic
terms, constituted in and by their historical specificity and irreducible materialities. This is important both analytically and politically, as the matter of who can claim
equivalence – and how – remains a dominant question in the global politics of pharmaceutical access.
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